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Exploring 
shapes, 
meeting 
people.
Details have the power to enforce the 

character and reconcilability of an 

object. It is through this sense of detail 

that Wildspirit succeeds in designing 

objects that can give any existing or 

new interior its own allure. Objects that 

exude a persisting striving for quality, 

detail and craftsmanship.

Wildspirit stands for pure shapes with a 

clear Wildspirit-signature. Every single 

item has the power to put its mark 

on every kind of interior: minimalistic, 

modern, timeless or classic. 

Above all, Wildspirit tries to keep its 

spirit young. Continuously teased and 

with a curiosity beyond measure. By 

constantly refining our craftsmanship, 

we are able to make every piece of 

furniture a true example of perfection. 

An expression of timeless beauty, 

made with noble materials and shaped 

by rewarded designers who work in 

complete artistic freedom.  

Wildspirit creates refined design, 

especially shaped for places where 

people meet each other. The Wildspirit 

collection includes a ‘family of 

products’ that offer people a feeling of 

functional and emotional complacency. 

Wildspirit 
office, showroom & warehouse Knokke

’t Walletje 22 A - Sectie C

8300 Knokke-Heist

Belgium

T +32 9 395 00 12

F +32 9 395 00 10

info@wildspirit.be

wildspirit.be
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Berteau Alain °1970, B — Alain Berteau is a rising design star. Mastered in 
architecture, his work is about reinventing old typologies through thorough examination 
of function linked to their exterior look, adding versatility to everyday objects. 
What’s liked about his furniture designs, are their simple, intense and multifunctional 
personalities.

Bihain Michael °1975, B — Michael Bihain studied Interior Design at the St. Luc Institute 
in Liège and Hull University. Following his studies he opens his studio BihainProd in 
London. Michael’s designs are a symbiosis of contemporary lifestyle and collective 
memory. A characteristic element of his research is the obviousness of the lines obtained.

Chan Samuel °1964, UK — Samuel Chan has a Master degree in Furniture Design from 
Buckinghamshire Chiltern University. Afterwards, he worked for 7 years in hotel interior 
design. Since 1995, he runs his own design company. Marriott, Hilton, Malmaison/Hotel 
du Vin Group are some of his clients.

Couckhuyt Gerd °1970, B — The original formation of Gerd was a pure technical one 
using this in an industrial environment. The combination of his technical background and 
his feeling for creation and art makes of him a more complete designer with not only an 
eye for the visual aspect but also the technical part. His inspiration comes from absorption 
of daily visual and emotional incentives.

Daems Pierre °1973, B — Studied Product Design at St-Luc, Liège and at the University of 
Humberside, Hull. In the mid 90’s he was on stage with Maarten Van Severen. Afterwards 
he experienced the textile and sales world. The aim is to become as “complete” as 
possible to harmonise his interiors. Linear lines and right proportion, new and warm 
materials, fine details and sobriety are the fundations of his creative writing.
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Jansen Erik °1962, NL — Studied interior architecture at the Utrecht School of the Arts.
His designs can be characterized as seemingly simple, sober and pure.
Running his own design company, he explores the edge of the possibilities of materials.

Monnens Alain °1969, B — Mastered in Product Development at the Media & Design Academy 
in Genk and obtained through years of experience a solid knowledge in the lighting industry.  
His creations are the result of a no-nonsense, pure design style. Not adding elements but 
integration of solutions are primordial to Alain, as “designing” is the art of “cutting out”. He won 
various design awards, such as “Henry Van de Velde” Label and several Red Dot Design Awards.

Nevens Anita °1968, B — Mastered in Art, Architecture and Design, holds degrees in 
Sculpture and Interior Design & Scenery. She worked for architects and is currently a 
furniture designer and lecturer. She has been published in architectural and lifestyle 
magazines. Participates frequently in design competitions and fairs. Other designs are 
being edited by Lensvelt.

Moor Cas °1991, B — Furniture/product designer graduated as interior architect in 2012 
and mastered in “autonomous design” in 2014 at the school of
Arts - KASK Gent.

Musschoot Lieven °1968, B — Graduated as an interior architecture from the 
Architecture school Sint-Lucas in Ghent. Since 2014 Moor & Musschoot are a productdesign 
team. Their philosophy is “It’s obvious that a designer listens to the machines.”



Veciana Jordi °1960, ES — Designer and founder of Veciana Design Resources, 
Barcelona (ES) Architect and designer e.g. for Ralph Lauren, Inditex (Zara, Bershka), 
Agatha Ruiz del Prada, Louis Vuitton and several hotel projects.  
“I believe in simplicity, I believe in things understandable, I believe in things visually 
powerfull I believe in things that last.” ‘Simplicity is the ultimate sofistication.’ Leonardo da Vinci

Veciana Borja °1953, ES — Has a technical degree, worked as a jewelry designer 
and a furniture restorer before turning to designing and producing furniture. Founded 
Borja Veciana Meubelen. Manages residential and hotel projects. Designs and develops 
together with his brother Jordi for Wildspirit.

Willenz Sylvain °1978, B — Studied MA Design Products at the Royal College of Art 
in London, graduating in 2003. In 2004, Sylvain opened his Design Office, based in 
Brussels. In 2009, leading press and institutions (The Vif / Knack WE Magazines, The 
Interieur Foundation, The Design Museum Gent and the Museum of Grand-Hornu Images) 
nominated Sylvain as Belgian Designer of the Year.

Verlinden Twan °1982, NL — Since 2007 Twan Verlinden started creating innovative 
and timeless furniture for a well known Dutch furniture collection. He also creates his 
own collection of furniture, objects and art pieces. Clear shapes and the use of natural 
materials are his style.
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Play Chair - by Alain Berteau
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Play Chair - left: Oak stained - right: Solid American walnut
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Play Chair

Description

Elegant massive wooden chair with a unique contemporary design. Typical characteristics are: 

easy stackable, ergonomic comfort, compact luxurious, for project and residential business.

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

W 48 - D 55 - H 73 (48) W 18 4/5 - D 21 2/3 - H 28 3/4 (18 7/8)

References

by Alain Berteau

Solid American walnut
PL48WWN

Oak stained
PL48WOK

Cushion black calf leather
CUPL48BK

Cushion orange calf leather
CUPL48OR

Cushion dark brown calf leather
CUPL48DB

Cushion camel calf leather
CUPL48CA

Cushion ivory calf leather
CUPL48IV

Cushion - COL/COM
CUPL48CL (MOQ: 8 pieces)

Cushion - Contract  leather
CUPL48CQ (MOQ: 8 pieces)

Oak natural
PL48WOKN

Oak - Customer’s own stain
PL48WOKQ (MOQ: 8 pieces)

Beech - Customer’s own stain
PL48WBEQ (MOQ:  8 pieces)

Options



Project: private residence Deurle (BE)
Play Chair - Oak stained with cushion black leather
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Play Chair - Solid American walnut with cushion, top left: dark brown leather, top right: orange leather, bottom left: camel leather, bottom right: ivory leather



Play Chair - Oak stained Upholstered



Play Chair Upholstered

Description

Elegant massive wooden chair with a unique contemporary design. Typical charachteristics are: 

easy stackable, ergonomic comfort, compact luxurious, for project and residential business. 

The soft backrest of the chair is upholstered with the finest calf leather available.

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

W 48 - D 55 - H 73 (48) W 18 4/5 - D 21 2/3 - H 28 3/4 (18 7/8)

References

by Alain Berteau

Oak stained
PL48UWOK

Oak natural
PL48UWOKN

Cushion dark brown calf leather
CUPL48DB

Cushion black calf leather
CUPL48BK

Cushion camel calf leather
CUPL48CA

Cushion ivory calf leather
CUPL48IV

Cushion - COL/COM
CUPL48CL (MOQ: 8 pieces)

Cushion - Contract leather
CUPL48CQ (MOQ: 8 pieces)

Cushion orange calf leather
CUPL48OR

Solid American walnut
PL48UWWN

Beech - Customer’s own stain
PL48UWBEQ (MOQ: 8 pieces)

Oak - Customer’s own stain
PL48UWOKQ (MOQ: 8 pieces)
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Play Chair Mini - Oak Stained



Play Chair Mini

Description

To sit, play and have a nice child-to-child talk on their own level. The Play Chair Mini is especially designed to 

be used at a small table in the living room or in a playroom. Your child will love having its own chair!

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

W 36 - D 37 - H 54 (34) W 14 1/4 - D 14 1/2 - H 21 1/4  (13 3/8)

References

by Alain Berteau

Oak stained
PL36WOK

Walnut stained
PL36WWN
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Play Barstool - by Alain Berteau
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Project: Kitchen - private residence Knokke (BE)
Play Barstool Low - Oak stained with cushion black leather
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Play Barstool Low

Description

Sustainable, comfortable bar stool. Thanks to its sexy and elegant design this bar stool can decorate each kitchen 

table. The round formed back side operates perfectly as arm rest. Feet rest comes with stainless steel cover.

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

W 48 - D 55 - H 91 (65) W 18 4/5 - D 21 2/3 - H 35 5/8  (25 5/8)

References

by Alain Berteau

Oak stained
PL65WOK

Cushion dark brown calf leather
CUPL75DB

Cushion black calf leather
CUPL75BK

Cushion camel calf leather
CUPL75CA

Cushion ivory calf leather
CUPL75IV

Cushion - COL/COM
CUPL75CL (MOQ: 8 pieces)

Cushion - Contract leather
CUPL75CQ (MOQ: 8 pieces)

Cushion orange calf leather
CUPL75OR

Oak natural
PL65WOKN

Solid American walnut
PL65WWN

Oak - Customer’s own stain
PL65WOKQ (MOQ: 8 pieces)

Beech - Customer’s own stain
PL65WBEQ (MOQ: 8 pieces)

Options



NIEUWE FOTO

Project: Screaming Beans - Amsterdam (NL)
Play Chair - Oak cust o mer ' s own stain  with COL cushion
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Play Barstool High

Description

Sustainable, comfortable bar stool. Thanks to its sexy and elegant design this bar stool can decorate every bar. 

The round formed back side operates perfectly as arm rest. Feet rest comes with stainless steel cover.

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

W 48 - D 55 - H 101 (75) W 18 4/5 - D 21 2/3 - H 39 4/5  (29 1/2)

References

by Alain Berteau

Cushion dark brown calf leather
CUPL75DB

Cushion black calf leather
CUPL75BK

Cushion camel calf leather
CUPL75CA

Cushion ivory calf leather
CUPL75IV

Cushion - COL/COM
CUPL75CL (MOQ: 8 pieces)

Cushion - Contract leather
CUPL75CQ (MOQ: 8 pieces)

Cushion orange calf leather
CUPL75OR

Oak natural
PL75WOKN

Solid American walnut
PL75WWN

Oak - Customer’s own stain
PL75WOKQ (MOQ: 8 pieces)

Beech - Customer’s own stain
PL75WBEQ (MOQ: 8 pieces)

Options

Oak stained
PL75WOK





Play Barstool - Oak stained, top left: with cushion black leather, top right: with wooden tablet
Play Barstool - Solid American Walnut with cushion ivory leather, bottom right: with cushion dark brown leather
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Lati - by Alain Berteau
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Lati  240 Table - Walnut stained
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Project: Office, Gent (BE)
Lati 300 - Oak stained, Play - Oak stained



Lati

Description

With this timeless table you create a perfect working space, a lovely dining place or an efficient conference 

environment. The Lati table is known for its elegant inspiring frame and is standard available in 3 sizes. Every 

chair matches easily with the Lati table thanks to its pure design.

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

L 170 - W 100 - H 73 L 66 7/8 - W 39 3/8 - H 28 3/4

L 240 - W 100 - H 73 L 94 1/2 - W 39 3/8 - H 28 3/4

L 300 - W 140 - H 73 L 118 1/8 - W 55 1/8 - H 28 3/4

References

by Alain Berteau

Walnut stained
LA170WWN / LA240WWN / LA300WWN

Oak stained
LA170WOK / LA240WOK / LA300WOK
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Play Table - by Alain Berteau
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FOTO NOG TE NEMEN

Project: Private residence, Lotenhulle (BE)
Play Table 85 - Oak stained, Play Chair - Oak stained with black leather cushion



Play Table

Description

Elegant solid wooden table with unique contemporary design, tapered legs and special rounded table frame 

to accompany the Play chair. The aim is to mix and match the different dimensions of the tables.

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

L 85 - W 85 - H 74 L 33 4/9 - W 33 4/9 - H 29 1/8

L 145 - W 85 - H 74  L 57 1/8 - W 33 4/9 - H 29 1/8

L 205 - W 85 - H 74 L 80 3/4 - W 33 4/9 - H 29 1/8 

References

by Alain Berteau

Oak stained
PLTA85WOK / PLTA145WOK / PLTA205WOK

Solid American walnut
PLTA85WWN / PLTA145WWN / PLTA205WWN

Oak natural
PLTA85WOKN / PLTA145WOKN / PLTA205WOKN

Oak-customer’s own stain
PLTA85WOKQ / PLTA145WOKQ / PLTA205WOKQ
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Play Table 205 - Solid American walnut
Play Chair - Solid American walnut with ivory leather cushion



Cocofruit - by Michael Bihain
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Cocofruit

Description

Cocofruit teaches us how to play with the various weights and shapes of the fruit. You will be delighted to 

decorate your fruit with the Cocofruit. Rocking fruit tray. 

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

L 57,5 - W 7 - H 9 L 22 5/8 - W 2 3/4 - H 3 1/2

References

by Michael Bihain

Walnut stained
CO55WWN

Oak stained
CO55WOK
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Mosquito - by Michael Bihain
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Mosquito - Walnut  stained

 43
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Mosquito

Description

'The ‘Mosquito’ chair is the result of a thought about humanism and the autonomy of furniture. It is a first step 

towards ’no furniture’. The chair takes the form of a living being which gladly lends itself to play the role of  

a comfortable seat. It is a stackable chair, useful in various projects. Even piled up, this chair reserves its rich 

and elegant style.' 

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

W 61 - D 48 - H 82 W 24 - D 18 7/8 - H 31 1/2

References

by Michael Bihain

Walnut stained
MO57WWN

Oak stained
MO57WOK

Beech - Customer’s own stain
MO57WBE (MOQ: 8 pieces)





Project: private residence, Gent (BE)
Mosquito - Oak  stained
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Project: Vineyard, Santiago (CL)
Mosquito - Walnut stained



Motley Drum - by Samuel Chan
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Project: private residence, Gent (BE) 
Motley 60 - Birch
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Motley 80 - Birch
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Motley Drum

Description

The Motley drums show innovation in function, technique and form. Small pieces of wood are knitted together 

with finger-joints into a large 12 mm thick sheet (Cedar). Together they make a solid block. The cedar drums are 

highly suitable for interior and exterior use. The birch drums are only suitable for indoor use. 

Table - seat - pedestal.

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

Ø 40 - H 42 Ø 15 3/4 - H 16 1/2

Ø 40 - H 67 Ø 15 3/4 - H 26 3/8

Ø 60 - H 35 Ø 23 5/8 - H 13 3/4

Ø 80 - H 35 Ø 31 1/2 - H 13 3/4

References

by Samuel Chan

Scandinavian Birch - exclusively for indoor use
MO40LWPW / MO40HWPW / MO60WPW / MO80WPW

Western Cedar - indoor & outdoor use - drives off insects
MO40LWCR / MO40HWCR / MO60WCR / MO80WCR

Motley in cedar can show small cracks but this is inevitable because of the 
softness of the wood and is part of the cedar wood.



Motley 40 High - Birch
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top left: Motley 40 High, top right: Motley 40 Low, bottom left: Motley 60, bottom right: Motley 80



Motley 60 & 80 - Birch
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Scandinavian Birch - detail



Motley Stackable Shelf - by Samuel Chan



Motley Stackable Shelf low & high - Oak stained
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Project: private residence, Lotenhulle (BE)
Motley Stackable Shelf low & high - Oak natural
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Motley Stackable Shelf

Description

Inspired by loading pallets ; these ‘SHELF PALLETS’ stack securely without any fittings. Build up or down as 

required. This extremely light, movable and transparant storage system can also be used as a room divider or 

modular library.

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

L 83 - W 35 - H 28 L 32 1/2 - W 13 3/4 - H 11

L 83 - W 35 - H 38 L 32 1/2 - W 13 3/4 - H 15

References

by Samuel Chan

Oak stained
MO3WOK28 / MO3WOK38

Oak natural
MO3WOKN28 / MO3WOKN38

Walnut stained
MO3WWN28 / MO3WWN38



Motley Stackable Shelf low - Walnut stained



Motley Stackable Shelf low & high - Oak naturel
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MoonLounger - by Gerd Couckhuyt
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Project: Lelièvre - Textile Sonia Rykiel, Paris (FR)
MoonLounger - Oak  stained with COM cushion
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MoonLounger

Description

This design blinks cautiously to the avant-gardistic creations of Charles Eames. The combined use of tradi-

tional raw materials such as wood and leather forms a nice contrast to the contemporary design. Its wooden 

frame is united with the hexagonical eye catcher at the back of the chair. The cushions look hard but are 

beautiful thanks to the leather finish. The rounded corners in this total creation makes the design more femi-

nine and softer.

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

W 55 - D 75 - H 70 (38) W 21 2/3 - D 29 1/2 - H 27 3/5 (15)

References

by Gerd Couckhuyt

Walnut stained
ML60WWN

Oak stained
ML60WOK

Black calf leather
CUML60BK

Black calf leather
CUML60BK

Orange calf leather
CUML60OR

Orange calf leather
CUML60OR

Dark brown calf leather
CUML60DB

Dark brown calf leather
CUML60DB

Camel calf leather
CUML60CA

Camel calf leather
CUML60CA

Ivory calf leather
CUML60IV

Ivory calf leather
CUML60IV

Cushion - COL/COM
CUML60CL

Cushion - COL/COM
CUML60CL

+ +



Project: private residence, Knokke (BE)
MoonLounger - Walnut stained with black leather



MoonLounger - top: Walnut stained, left: dark brown leather, right: ivory leather, bottom: Oak stained, left: orange leather, right: camel leather 
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Project: private residence, Knokke (BE)
MoonLounger - Oak stained with orange leather
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Dog’s Palace - by Gerd Couckhuyt
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Dog’s Palace Small

Description

Happy is the mascot of the Wildspirit collection. Charming as she is, she also sets high requirements for comfort 

and affection. And so, we have designed a stylish dog nest that is worthy of Happy. This dog bed is practical 

in all its simplicity and more over perfectly suited for a nap or two...

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

W 65 - D 45 - H 20 W 25 5/8 - D 17 3/4 - H 7 6/7

References Options

by Gerd Couckhuyt

Dark Grey
DP65DARKGREY

Pearl Grey
DP65GREY

Orange
DP65ORANGE

Tobacco
DP65TOBACCO

Cushion - Dark Taupe
CUDP65OTA

Cushion - Papyrus
CUDP65OPA

Cushion - Denim
CUDP65ODE

Cushion - Granite
CUDP650GR
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Dog’s Palace Large

Description

Happy is the mascot of the Wildspirit collection. Charming as she is, she also sets high requirements for comfort 

and affection. And so, we have designed a stylish dog basket that is worthy of Happy. 

This dog bed is practical in all its simplicity and more over perfectly suited for a nap or two...

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

W 95 - D 65 - H 25 W 37 3/8 - D 25 5/8 - H 9 6/8

References Options

by Gerd Couckhuyt

Dark Grey
DP95DARKGREY

Pearl Grey
DP95GREY

Orange
DP95ORANGE

Tobacco
DP95TOBACCO

Cushion - Dark Taupe
CUDP95OTA

Cushion - Papyrus
CUDP95OPA

Cushion - Denim
CUDP95ODE

Cushion - Granite
CUDP95OGR



Joint Lamp - by Pierre Daems
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Joint Table Lamp - Oak stained square
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Joint Table Lamp

Description

The Joint is a decorative, wooden lighting tube where the designer got animated by a rebate.  

This small detail has been repeatedly used to create an outstanding and charming glittering lamp.

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

Ø 27,5 - W & L 27,5 - H 70 Ø 10 4/5 - W & L 10 4/5 - H 27 1/2

References Options

by Pierre Daems

Oak stained Square + red laquer
JO60WOKS

Oak stained Round + red laquer
JO60WOKR

Lampshade Square 35 Black
LSS35BK

Lampshade Round 40 Black
LSR40BK





Joint Floor Lamp - Oak stained square
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Joint Floor Lamp - Oak stained round
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Joint Floor Lamp

Description

The Joint is a decorative, wooden lighting tube where the designer got animated by a rebate.  

This small detail has been repeatedly used to create an outstanding and charming glittering lamp.

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

Ø 40 - W & L 40 - H 188 Ø 15 2/3 - W & L 15 2/3 - H 74

References Options

by Pierre Daems

Oak stained Square + red laquer
JO185WOKS

Oak stained Round + red laquer
JO185WOKR

Lampshade Square 50 Black
LSS50BK

Lampshade Round 50 Black
LSR50BK



Spring - by Erik Jansen
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Project: private residence, Gent (BE)
Spring - Bamboo
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Spring

Description

The Spring tabouret has the shape of a beautiful flower and is made out of bamboo stripes that have been 

cutted and bowed in a very special way. This nice experiment results in an extremely flexible and functional 

sitting pouf decorating your kitchen, lounge bar, living room,…

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

Ø 41 - H 50 Ø 16 - H 192/3

References

by Erik Jansen

Bamboo
SP49WBA >> MAX 120KG / 265 LBS



WoodLight - by Alain Monnens



Project: Office, Knokke (BE)
WoodLight - Oak stained
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Project: private residence, Deurle (BE)
WoodLight - Walnut stained

94
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WoodLight

Description

Wood is one of the basic materials in the Wildspirit collection. It is a rather unusual choice to use wood as a 

raw material within the lighting industry, but it is our goal to offer an alternative to the traditional, cold raw 

materials used. WoodLight created a “hot sexy” armature that can be used in various interiors:

from very modern to cottage and cocoon style.

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

L 125 - W 7,5 - H 8 L 49 1/5 - W 3 - H 3

References

by Alain Monnens

Walnut stained
WO125WWN

Oak stained
WO125WOK



ServiceBin - by Alain Monnens



ServiceBin - Oak stained
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ServiceBin - Oak stained with orange leather
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ServiceBin

Description

The multifunctional ServiceBin can be used as side table, storage space, serving tray, tabouret, plant holder 

and waste bin. Designing is also the art of “leaving out”. All these different functions are the result of assem-

bling a minimum of parts into a uniform tough not self-evident design.

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

W 40 - L 40 - H 42 (45) W 15 2/3 - L 15 2/3 - H 16 2/3 (17 2/3)

References Options

by Alain Monnens

Walnut stained
SB40WWN

Oak stained
SB40WOK

Cushion black calf leather
CUSB40BK

Cushion orange calf leather
CUSB40OR

Cushion dark brown calf leather
CUSB40DB

Cushion camel calf leather
CUSB40CA

Cushion ivory calf leather
CUSB40IV

Cushion - Contract leather
CUSB40CQ

Cushion - COL/COM
CUSB40CL
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top: ServiceBin - Oak stained, bottom: ServiceBin - Walnut stained 



Rack - by Cas Moor & Lieven Musschoot
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Rack

Description

‘Rack’ is a magazine and book holder based on the french cleat system, a mouting technique mostly used in 

wood workshops. Due to the simple construction the rack results in a clean looking and straightforward design.

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

W 80 - D 3 - H 29 W 31 1/2 - D 1 1/2 - H 11 3/7

References

by Cas Moor & Lieven Musschoot

Oak natural
RA80WOKN

Oak stained
RA80WOK



Visa - by Anita Nevens
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Visa - Oak stained with orange leather
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Visa

Description

This individual chair and table are as one and can be placed against any wall. It can be seen as a contempo-

rary space-saving writing-desk, as it is ideal for temporary use. It can be placed in anyone’s hall, in a bed-

room, living room, hotel room,…

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

L 60 - W 45 - H 76 (47) L 23 5/8 - W 17 3/4 - H 30 2/3 (18 1/2)

References

by Anita Nevens

Oak natural
VIWOKN

Oak - Customer ‘s own stain
VIWOKQ

Solid American Walnut
VIWWN

Oak stained
VIWOK

Black calf leather
VILBK

Orange calf leather
VILOR

Dark brown calf leather
VILDB

Camel calf leather
VILCA

Ivory calf leather
VILIV

Cushion - Contract leather
VILCQ

Cushion - COL/COM
VILCL

+

+

+

+

+

+

+



Project:  private residence, Lotenhulle (BE)
Visa - Oak natural with orange leather
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Rémy- by Anita Nevens
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Rémy

Description

The Rémy table - designed by Anita Nevens - is in fact a taller version of the Visa writing desk. The refined and 

pure look of this desk annex vanity table can transform any room in a glance into a stylisch office or trendy 

boudoir.

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

L 112 - W 55 - H 75 L 44 - W 21 3/4 - H 29 1/2

References

by Anita Nevens

Oak stained
REWOK

Oak natural
REWOKN

Oak - Customer’s own stain
REWOKQ

Solid American walnut
REWWN

Black calf leather
RELBK

Orange calf leather
RELOR

Dark brown calf leather
RELDB

Camel calf leather
RELCA

Ivory calf leather
RELIV

Contract leather
RELCQ

COL/COM
RELCL

+

+

+

+

+

+

+



Stoll - by Jordi & Borja Veciana
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Project: private residence, Sint-Martens-Latem (BE) 
Stoll 50 - Oak stained with cushion black leather
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Stoll 50

Description

Multifunctional, luxurious design object: serviceable as pouf, side table, serving tray and storage trunk.

Characteristics of the Stoll 50: on wheels, fitable in every interior, inside and outside finish in veneer wood, as 

option available: cushion in top quality calf leather, hand crafted manufactured. 

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

Ø 50 - H 40 (42) Ø 19 3/4 - H 15 3/4 - (16 1/2)

References Options

by Jordi & Borja Veciana

Walnut stained
ST50WWN

Oak - Customer’s own stain
ST50WOKQ

Oak natural
ST50WOKN

Oak stained
ST50WOK

Cushion black calf leather
CUST50BK

Cushion orange calf leather
CUST50OR

Cushion dark brown calf leather
CUST50DB

Cushion camel calf leather
CUST50CA

Cushion ivory calf leather
CUST50IV

Cushion - COL/COM
CUST50CL

Cushion - Contract leather
CUST50CQ



left: Stoll 50 - Oak stained, right: Stoll 50 - Walnut stained, middle picture: option cushion black - camel leather
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Stoll 50 & 90 - Oak stained with cushion orange leather
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Stoll 90

Description

Round foyer table on wheels. The calf leather cushion in option offers you an excellent “seating island”.

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

Ø 90 - H 40 (42) Ø 35 1/2 - H 15 3/4 - (16 1/2)

References Options

by Jordi & Borja Veciana

Walnut stained
ST90WWN

Oak stained
ST90WOK

Cushion black calf leather
CUST90BK

Cushion orange calf leather
CUST90OR

Cushion dark brown calf leather
CUST90DB

Cushion camel calf leather
CUST90CA

Cushion ivory calf leather
CUST90IV

Cushion - Contract leather
CUST90CQ

Cushion - COL/COM
CUST90CL





Stoll 50 & 90 - Oak stained with cushion orange leather
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Lago - by Twan Verlinden



Lago - Birch natural
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Lago - Birch dark stained



Description

Fruit bowl Lago has an intelligible form without unnecessary details. The bowl is perfectly round at the base 

which gives the impression that it floats. If you move the centre of the bowl, the bowl will change its angle. 

Filled with fruit the bowl looks like a original fruit tray, empty it is a remarkable and attractive object.

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

Ø 45 - H 8 Ø 17 2/3 - H 3

References

by Twan Verlinden

Plywood Birch natural
LA45WPWN

Plywood Birch dark stained
LA45WPWD

Lago
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Lupa - by Twan Verlinden
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Description

Paper-knife Lupa has an intense design. It is the result of a research where we looked for a sensational shape 

that is both aesthetic as user-friendly. The exclusive combination of the wooden pattern and organic shape 

gives each Lupa a natural appearance. The Lupa is unique in each hand!

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

L 20 - W 3 - H 2 L 7 6/7 - W 1 1/5 - H 3/4 

References Options

by Twan Verlinden

Zebrano
LU20WZE

Lupa
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Glove black calf leather
GLLU20BK

Glove orange calf leather
GLLU20OR

Glove dark brown calf leather
GLLU20DB

Glove camel calf leather
GLLU20CA

Glove ivory calf leather
GLLU20IV



Arch - by Sylvain Willenz
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Arch

Description

Arch is a dynamic and elegant chair combining simplicity and subtlety. A rich and sinuous massive wood structure 

is combined with leather upholstered seat and backrest. The unique identity of Arch lays in its fine proportions 

and a soft sinuous line as well as in its inviting oval chip shaped backrest. Features such as assembly details and 

chamfers which run along its edges create slender surfaces onto which light gently shines. Arch comes with or 

without an armrest. Both are stackable.

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

W 53 - D 47 - H 73 (45) W 28 5/6 - D 28 1/2 - H 35 4/6  (17 2/3)

References

by Sylvain Willenz

Solid American walnut
AR53WWN

Oak stained
AR53WOK

Cushion dark brown calf leather
CUAR53DB

Cushion black calf leather
CUAR53BK

Cushion camel calf leather
CUAR53CA

Cushion ivory calf leather
CUAR53IV

Cushion - Contract leather
CUAR53CQ (MOQ: 8 pieces)

Cushion - COL/COM
CUAR53CL (MOQ: 8 pieces)

Cushion orange calf leather
CUAR53OR

Oak natural
AR53WOKN

Oak - Customer’s own stain
AR53WOKQ

Beech - Customer’s own stain
AR53WBEQ

Options
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Project: private residence, Knokke (BE) 
Play chair - Teak
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Play Chair

Description

Elegant massive wooden chair with a unique contemporary design. Typical characteristics are: 

easy stackable, ergonomic comfort, compact luxurious, for project and residential business.

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

W 48 - D 55 - H 73 (48) W 18 4/5 - D 21 2/3 - H 28 3/4 (18 7/8)

References Options

by Alain Berteau

Cushion outdoor Denim
CUPL48ODE

Cushion outdoor Granite
CUPL48OGR

Cushion outdoor Papyrus
CUPL48OPA

Cushion outdoor Dark Taupe
CUPL48ODT

Teak - A grade outdoor
PL48WTE

Teak - Weathered
INDICATION

»
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Project: private residence, Knokke (BE) 
Play Chair - Teak weathered
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Play Barstool - by Alain Berteau
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Project: private residence, Brugge (BE)
Play Barstool High - Teak
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Play Barstool Low

Description

Sustainable, comfortable bar stool. Thanks to its sexy and elegant design this bar stool can decorate each kitchen 

table. The round formed back side operates perfectly as arm rest. Feet rest comes with stainless steel cover.

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

W 48 - D 55 - H 91 (65) W 18 4/5 - D 21 2/3 - H 35 5/8  (25 5/8)

References Options

by Alain Berteau

Cushion outdoor Denim
CUPL75ODE

Cushion outdoor Granite
CUPL75OGR

Cushion outdoor Papyrus
CUPL75OPA

Cushion outdoor Dark Taupe
CUPL75ODT

Teak - A grade outdoor
PL65WTE

Teak - Weathered
INDICATION

»



Play Barstool High - Teak
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Play Barstool - Teak, top left: papyrus cushion, top right: denim cushion, bottom left: wooden tablet, bottom right: granite cushion
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Play Barstool High

Description

Sustainable, comfortable bar stool. Thanks to its sexy and elegant design this bar stool can decorate every bar. 

The round formed back side operates perfectly as arm rest. Feet rest comes with stainless steel cover.

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

W 48 - D 55 - H 101 (75) W 18 4/5 - D 21 2/3 - H 39 4/5  (29 1/2)

References Options

by Alain Berteau

Cushion outdoor Denim
CUPL75ODE

Cushion outdoor Granite
CUPL75OGR

Cushion outdoor Papyrus
CUPL75OPA

Cushion outdoor Dark Taupe
CUPL75ODT

Teak - A grade outdoor
PL75WTE

»
Teak - Weathered
INDICATION



Cake Outdoor - by Alain Berteau
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Project: private residence, Knokke (BE)
Cake - Titanium

 155
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Cake Outdoor

Description

Playful and convenient pouf for indoor and outdoor use. Typical for the Cake are: durable and multi-functional, 

rain through and fast drying foam and colour resistant (outdoor fabric & antibacterial). Really practical and fun.

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

L 80 - W 65 - H 35 L 31 1/2 - W 25 5/8 - H 13 3/4

References

by Alain Berteau

Red Outdoor
CA80FRD

Titanium Outdoor
CA80FTT

Bronze Outdoor
CA80FBR



Project: private residence, Knokke (BE)
Cake - Titanium
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Cake - top left: Cake red, top right: Cake bronze, bottom left: Cake titanium, bottom right: Cake bronze - titanium - red



Play Table - by Alain Berteau
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Play Table

Description

Elegant solid wooden table with unique contemporary design, tapered legs and special rounded table frame 

to accompany the Play chair. The aim is to mix and match the different dimensions of the tables.

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

L 85 - W 85 - H 74 L 33 4/9 - W 33 4/9 - H 29 1/8

L 145 - W 85 - H 74  L 57 1/8 - W 33 4/9 - H 29 1/8

L 205 - W 85 - H 74 L 80 3/4 - W 33 4/9 - H 29 1/8  

References

by Alain Berteau

Teak - A grade outdoor
PLTA85WTE / PL145WTE / PL205WTE

Teak - Weathered
INDICATION
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Option

Table - Bar height
PLTAHWTE
74cm > 100cm (29 1/8  > 39 3/8)

»
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Project: private residence, Asse (BE)
Play Table 85 & 205 - Teak, Play Chair - Teak



Motley Drum - by Samuel Chan
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Project: private residence, Lotenhulle (BE)
Motley Drum 60 & 80 - Cedar weathered
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Motley Drum

Description

The Motley drums show innovation in function, technique and form. Small pieces of wood are knitted together 

with finger-joints into a large 12 mm thick sheet (Cedar). Together they make a solid block. The cedar drums are 

highly suitable for interior and exterior use. The birch drums are only suitable for indoor use. 

Table - seat - pedestal.

Dimensions in cm Dimensions in inches

Ø 40 - H 42 Ø 15 3/4 - H 16 1/2

Ø 40 - H 67 Ø 15 3/4 - H 26 3/8

Ø 60 - H 35 Ø 23 5/8 - H 13 3/4

Ø 80 - H 35 Ø 31 1/2 - H 13 3/4

References

by Samuel Chan

Western Cedar - indoor & outdoor use - drives off insects
MO40LWCR / MO40HWCR / MO60WCR / MO80WCR

Motley in Cedar can show small cracks but this is inevitable because of the 
softness of the wood and are part of the natural characteristics of the cedar wood.

Cedar - Weathered
INDICATION

»



Motley Drum 40 low - Cedar
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top left: Motley 40 High - Cedar, top right: Motley 40 Low - Cedar, bottom left: Motley 60 - Cedar, bottom right: Motley 80 - Cedar



Austria, Viena - Belgian Ambassy Viena 
by FOD Buitenlandse Zaken

Azerbaijan, Baku - Hotel Baku White City  
by ReardonSmith Architects

Belgium, Brussels - Kinnarps

Belgium, Brussels - Private residence  
by Glenn Sestig Architects

Belgium, Genth - Notarial Practice  
by Notarial Practice Claeys,  
Bouuaert & Vander Eecken 

Belgium, Knokke - Private residence 
by Benoit Viaene

Belgium, Knokke - Immax Real Estate

Belgium, Sint-Truiden - MTS Systems 

Belgium, Staden - Obumex 

Belgium, Waregem - Restaurant Vitreau  
by Fugazzi

Belgium, Wijnegem - Axel Vervoordt 

Brazil, Brasilia - Belgian Ambassy Brasilia 
by FOD Buitenlandse Zaken

PROJECTS
Chile, Santiago - Chile Winery 
by Mobler

China, Hong Kong - Shek Mun - HSBC Bank 
by Design Link

France, Montpellier - Restaurant Le Petit Jardin 
by Lluck

France, Paris - Hotel Europe St Séverin

France, Paris - Hotel Marignan Elysées 
by Agence Pierre Yovanovitch

France, Paris - Hotel de Nell 
by Wilmotte & Associés (Paris)

Greece, Navarino Dunes - Costa Navarino Resort 
by Temes

Hungary, Budapest - Restaurant Zona 
by Henrietta Kiss

Japan, Tokyo - Louis Vuitton - Showroom Tokyo 
by LVJ Group (Tokyo)

Netherlands, Amsterdam -  Restaurant Screaming Beans 
by Glenn Sestig Architects

Netherlands, Groningen  - Hotel Prinsenhof Groningen 
by Mariette Nuy



PROJECTS
Netherlands, Waalwijk - Restaurant Hugo 
by Dosis Keukens

Netherlands, Den Haag - GIMV 
by Twan Verlinden

Serbia, Belgrado - Belgian Ambassy Belgrado 
by FOD Buitenlandse Zaken

UAE, Dubai - Hotel Pullman

UK, London  - Belgian Ambassy 
by FOD Buitenlandse Zaken

UK, London - Hotel Chancery Court 
by Tony Chi & Beck Interiors

USA, Chicago - Dupage Medical Group 
by Morlen Sinoway Atelier

USA, New York - New Meadowlands  
• MetLife Stadium • New York Jets - East Rutherford 
by Avenue Road

USA, Long Beach-CA - Hotel Hyatt Regency Long Beach 
by Hyatt Corporation (Chicago)

USA, Los Angeles - Restaurant Ammo at Hammer Museum 
by Commune Design

USA, Miami - Restaurant Edge Steak & Bar  
at Hotel Four Seasons 
by D'apostrophe

USA, New York - Young & Rubicam 
by Gensler

USA, New York - Private residence 
by Lepere Inc.

USA, San Bernardino-CA - Restaurant Brätworks

USA, San Francisco - Google HQ 
by D'Apostrophe
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Screaming Beans - Amsterdam
The Netherlands

Orac - Oostende
Belgium

Private residence - Cannes
France



Vitreau - Waregem
Belgium

Private residence - Cannes
France

Feel at home - Boortmeerbeek
Belgium
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Private residence - Brussels
Belgium

Le Petit Jardin - Montpellier
France

Ammo-Hammer Museum - Los Angeles
United States

Screaming Beans - Amsterdam
The Netherlands
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Edge Steak & Bar at 
Hotel Four Seasons - Miami
United States

Brätworks - San Bernardino
United States



Private residence - New York
United States

Private residence - Knokke
Belgium

Zona Bar - Budapest
Hungary
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Grafische layout van verschillende foto’s met details
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Grafische layout van verschillende foto’s met details

DETAILS
that make the difference
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SAMPLE 
SWATCHES
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A. Preventive maintenance
- Unpack the furniture immediately after reception.  
 While  unpacking the goods always use a scissors so that you  
 do not cut the leather cushions.
- In spite of severe quality control of our products before  
 shipment, it can happen that possible faults have escaped  
 from our attention. Please control the goods immediately after  
 reception, check: the reference, he color, etc. Faults have to be  
 reported immediately within 7 days. Used or installed goods can  
 not be taken back.
- Avoid exposing the leather cushions to direct sunlight for  
 prolonged periods of time. The sunlight will bleach the surface  
 as well as making the skin dry out and even crack.
- Avoid using or placing sharp objects (belts, buckles, studs from  
 jeans trousers, zips,...) on the leather cushions. Leather cushions  
 are very durable, but not accident or damage proof.
- Beware of not placing the chair upholstered with leather cushion  
 too near to direct strong heat sources such as open res, heat  
 outlets, or sources of damp. Make sure that the leather cushion  
 doesn't dry out, as this will aect its suppleness and softness of  
 touch. The ideal humidity is 55% to 65%.

B. Daily maintenance
Our products do not require high levels of maintenance but regular 
care will protect and maintain its beauty and quality. Once a week 
use a clean, moist cloth and distilled water. Use the cloth only for 
your Wildspirit cushions and only work with pure water that will 
exclude any traces of soap, detergent or other solvents that can 
damage your leather.

C. Maintain twice a year
To keep your chair in optimal condition, maintain it once or twice 
a year (for example in the spring and in the fall) with leather soap 
and cream. Proceed as follows:
- Dissolve an ample 5 ml teaspoon of soap in 3 or 4 liters of  
 tepid water.
- Wash the chair with this soap solution using a soft sponge.
- Carefully rinse with a chamois and pure water and dry 
 with a soft cloth.
- Allow the chair to dry out thoroughly and afterwards rub it in  
 with leather cream. Do not apply the cream too thickly. Don’t  
 ever apply cream to a piece of leather furniture which has not rst  
 been thoroughly cleaned: if you do, you will cause dirt to get  
 stuck in the pores of the leather.
- Finally, polish the chair up a bit with a dry soft cloth.

D. Stain removal
Don’t ever attack marks with solvents or chemical products. Liquids 
need to be quickly patted dry. You can try to rub fat marks away with 
a soft white rubber. Other marks can be treated with pure water and a 
little non-alkaline glycerin soap. Always try your treatment beforehand 
on an invisible patch. And above all, don’t be impatient: often the mark 
will fade into the overall patina of the leather after a while.

- Warning: Certain products found in most homes can cause  
 irreparable damage to your leather. Bleaches, tile cleaners,  
 mildew removers, oven cleaners and drain openers are very  
 strong chemicals that can discolor or even dissolve the leather  
 cushion.
- Simple soap and water on a sponge is generally all that any of  
 our skins will ever need.
- Prompt attention to spots and spills is essential. The following  
 recommendations should be used for spot cleaning:
 
Water soluble stains.
Remove solids from a spill by gently scraping with a spoon or dull 
knife. Immediately wet a cotton towel with cold water, wring it out 
and place over the stain. When the towel is saturated replace it with 
a fresh one until the stain doesn't give o anymore dirt. Leave the 
cotton bath towel to dry. Never scrub or rub abrasively as a fuzzy 
area may result. You should be very careful with dyed paper towels. 
Spots of the dyestu of the patterns are extremely dicult to remove. 
Therefore use always a bath towel to absorb the liquid. Take special 
care not to over saturate with water, this can cause water marking 
and discoloration. 

Oil or grease.
Wipe excess o the cushion with a clean, dry soft cloth. Do not apply 
water to try to wash a grease spot; instead use a special cleaner 
which will break down the oils. For more engrained stains or dirt, 
the use of a gentleman’s shaving brush is very eective in drawing 
out the engrained stains and dirt from the leather preventing it from 
being vigorously rubbed with the soft damp cloth. Apply the shaving 
brush to hot or boiling water before using with the cleaner enabling 
the heat of the brush to draw the oils from the grain eectively. Then 
allow drying. Do not force dry by using a hair dryer.
o When the spot is removed, take a soft suede brush and brush a 
slightly larger area than the original stain so that it matches better.
• Only use specic cleaning products that are guaranteed for  
 use on skins.
•  If a cushion gets seriously wet you need to take special care  
 to prevent the leather suering as it dries. Blot carefully with a  
 dry towel to remove excess water. Allow to air dry naturally at  
 room temperature and keep away from sunlight or direct heat.
•  With some stains, it may be necessary to experiment on a very  
 small area with water or solvent to determine what will dissolve  
 the substance. Always try the cleaning method in a hidden area  
 rst to convince yourself of the results.
• When the above recommended processes do not remove the  
 spot, the services of a good professional cleaner (with a wide  
 range of materials and processes available) are recommended.

Leather 
Maintenance

Wildspirit works together with the best-regarded tanneries in Europe. By a very specialized process hides are turned into 
durable and quality leather. Leather is a natural product. Every piece of leather has its own living grain and color nuances. 
Natural characteristics such as neck folds, small closed aws, open pores, dung stains, insect bites, stretch marks or a ridge 
line can be discernible. It is precisely these elements which give each leather its individual character, its warm and living 
patina and its natural beauty. Exactly for that reason, Wildspirit works only with such leathers. Slight but visible identiable 
marks on the processed leather are proof that it is natural, rich leather. Very uniform leather is all too often articially treated. 
That causes it to lose character and often also quality. For these reasons Wildspirit only works with the highest quality of 
pure aniline leather. Your quality leather seating deserves sound maintenance. Most problems with leather are the result of 
years of faulty maintenance.



Black Calf Leather: BK Orange Calf Leather: OR

Dark Brown Calf Leather: DB Camel Calf Leather: CA

Ivory Calf Leather: IV
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Wood 
Maintenance

MAINTENANCE 
A. Walnut, Oak, Beech, Plywood Birch, Bamboo, Zebrano
- Wipe down the wood with a cotton rag. Dust left on   
 furniture too long can damage the surface. Dust particles  
 build up and clump together, causing scratches in the  
 nish when it is dusted.
- Avoid putting wet or hot items directly on the wood  
 surface (such as Lati table, Stoll 50,…). Condensation  
 from a glass can damage the surface. Hot items, such as  
 a pan, will leave white marks on the surface. These rings  
 are almost impossible to remove.
- Clean the wood surface with a clean, moist cloth by using  
 some wood cleaner in your water. Remove any excess water  
 immediately. Rinse with clear water. Dry the surface thoroughly  
 with a soft, cotton rag. Too much solvent/wood cleaner can  
 damage the furniture surface.
 

WARNING 
- Avoid furniture sprays and waxes. These polishes can leave a  
 build-up that appears blotchy or spotted. If build-up has  
 occurred, remove it with warm, soapy water.
- Protect the wood surface from scratches. Use coasters,  
 tablecloths or other coverings. Glasses, picture frames and  
 decorative items can cause scratches and gouges when they  
 are moved around the surface. Place a table mat or doily on the  
 furniture to protect the wood veneer.
- Avoid using or placing sharp objects (belts, buckles, studs from  
 jeans trousers, zips,...) on the wood (for ex. Play chair). Wood is  
 very durable, but not accident or damage proof.
- Beware of not placing the wood too near to direct strong heat  
 sources such as open res, heat outlets, or sources of damp.  
 Make sure that the wood doesn't dry out, as it will eventually  
 show cracks. The ideal humidity is between 40% and 60%. If the  
 humidity level is lower or higher, the solid wood can show small  
 cracks that can not be repaired.
- Chemical cleaners should not be used.
- Above mentioned wood types are only designed  
 for indoor use.

 
B. Cedar
Wildspirit uses solid pieces of cedar wood to knit together with nger-
joints into a large 12mm thick sheet. Together they make a solid 
block. Each Motley pouf made out of cedar is a unique handcrafted 
item and can show small cracks but this is inevitable because of the 
softness of the wood and is part of the natural characteristics of the 
cedar wood. These cedar poufs can be used indoors and outdoors. 
Variations in color can arise from exposure to UV light and are a 
feature of the individual character of each Motley pouf. This natural 
process can not be claimed as a production error. 

MAINTENANCE 
When the Motley poufs in cedar are used outside regular cleaning 
to eliminate dirt and pollen several times a year is recommended. 
Using a little dish soap with warm water and a light scrubbing and 
rinsing with the garden hose is all that is needed. However, a good 
sealer purchased from your local hardware store will add a layer of 
protection without adding a nish. It will seal the woods pores against 
the penetration of water, and inhibits the grain from becoming 
raised. This will still allow the natural aging or weathering process. 
A sealer should be applied once a year. Be sure that the wood is 
completely dry before applying the sealer. 

WARNING 
Cedar furniture will become discolored (grey color) when left outside.

Wood, like any other natural and porous material, continues to absorb and to release humidity throughout its life. Wildspirit 
designs furniture that can adapt well to the hygrometric conditions of its environment. Its design structure allows the 
wood to expand and contract. Occasional imperfections may occur and will contribute to the charm of Wildspirit furniture.
Variations in wood grain, texture & color, knots and other natural occurring characteristics are inherent to solid wood. 
Wildspirit consciously selects a specic  wood quality that adds more character to its designs. All our furniture has been 
designed for indoor use, except otherwise indicated. 



Solid American Walnut: WWN Plywood Birch Natural: WPW

Oak Stained: WOK Plywood Birch dark stained: WPWD

Oak Natural: WOKN Bamboo: WBA
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Teak 
Maintenance

Wildspirit makes no concessions when it comes to quality, we only use carefully selected, fully grown teak, which is harvestedin 
accordance with the strictest environmental standards. The wood comes from the Tectona Grandis, a tree that can grow to 
a height of 45m under proper conditions with a trunk diameter of up to 2.4 meters. The reason for its generally commended 
durability is the high levels of natural oils it contains. The resulting minimal moisture absorption prevents warping which 
gives it great stability. Moreover, the wood is extremely resistant to the inuences of chemicals, as well as against attacks by 
vermin. These qualities, combined with its exceptionally beautiful color and structure has given it the name, ‘the aristocrat 
of all wood’. The teak tree is predominantly found in the Golden Triangle, a region which covers Laos, Myanmar (formerly 
Burma) and Thailand. 

MAINTENANCE 
Teak does not need additional protection due to its high resistance. 
Nevertheless it may be necessary to treat the wood so that it is 
less prone to staining. During outdoor use, the untreated wood will 
oxidize and get a silver grey patina due to exposure to water and UV 
rays. Whether this natural process is desirable or not is a question of 
personal taste. To clean teak, all you really need is a bottle of “teak 
cleaner”. These products are formulated to kill the mold and mildew 
and restore the natural wood color. It comes in a single bottle and 
uses a mild chemical to clean the wood. Because they are relatively 
mild, you need to work the cleaner into the wood with a bristle brush 
and let it sit for 5-15 minutes before rinsing it o. While rinsing the 
wood, use bronze wool to rub the surface (in the direction of the 
wood grain). This opens up the pores of the wood to remove the 
entire cleaner ensure that the wood is as clean as possible. 

PREVENTIVE CARE 
After your teak is clean and dry, you can choose to apply something 
to the wood to give it a nice appearance that (hopefully) will last. 
You can go for teak oils that penetrate into the wood and replenish 
the oil supply while teak sealers coat the wood and protect the 
wood from staining. Apply the teak sealer only when the wood is 
completely dry. Both products – teak oils and teak sealers – can 
easily be found on your market. 

WARNING 
Do not use high pressure cleaners as they damage the wood bers 
and increase the porosity of the wood.



Teak: WTE

Zebrano: WZE

Cedar: WCR
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PREVENTION
One of the best ways to keep Textilene® fabrics looking good and 
to delay the need for deep or vigorous cleanings is to hose the 
fabric o on a monthly basis with clear water. This practice will help 
eliminate the need for more frequent vigorous cleanings. In most 
environments, a thorough cleaning will be needed every two to 
three years. These fabrics can be cleaned while still on a frame. 

At the end of summer you may get ready to put away your Cake 
outdoor pouf. Before doing so, wipe the fabric down. Rinse 
thoroughly. Once the fabric has completely dried it is ready to store. 
Avoid storing your Cake outdoor pouf in attics, basements and other 
places that tend to be vulnerable to mold, mildew and insects and 
other threats. The best storage location is a cool, dry room. If using 
a closet, make sure there is sucient air circulation to prevent mold 
growth. Always store your fabrics out of direct sunlight. 

For the Play outdoor cushions 
Wildspirit uses Sunbrella® fabric. One of the best ways to keep 
our fabrics looking good is to properly maintain the fabrics. This 
can be accomplished by simply brushing o dirt before it becomes 
embedded in the fabrics, wiping up spills or cleaning soon after a 
stain occurs. This helps aid in the complete removal of a stain. The 
longer spills and stains remain on the fabric, the more dicult they 
can be to remove.

MAINTENANCE
Hand washing
- Soak fabric in a solution of 1/4 cup mild soap per gallon (= 4 Liter)  
 of lukewarm water.
- Use a sponge or a soft bristle brush as necessary
- Rinse thoroughly to remove all soap residue
- Air dry

Machine washing
Machine wash in cold water. Depending on wash load size, use 
normal amounts of mild laundry detergent and add 1 cup of bleach.
Allow fabric to air dry. Be sure any zippered casings are closed prior 
to machine washing.

WARNING
Sunbrella should only be allowed to air dry. DO NOT use a steamer 
or iron set to steam setting. 

By following above described easy maintenance tips, your Wildspirit 
furniture will last a long time. It will not only look beautiful, but it will 
bring you many years of enjoyment.

Fabric
For the Cake outdoor poufs Wildspirit uses Textilene®. This is a mesh fabric woven of strong polyester yarns that are 
individually coated with PVC, specically designed for outdoor use. It is elegant, strong and very durable to outdoor 
exposure. Follow these simple steps:

WARNING
- If stubborn stains persist, you can use a diluted chlorine   
 bleach/soap mixture for spot cleaning of mildew,  
 roof run-o and other similar stains.
- Prepare a special cleaning mixture:
- Four ounces (half cup) of chlorine bleach
- Two ounces (one-fourth cup) of natural soap  
 (no detergents)
- One gallon (= 4 Liter) of water
- Clean with soft bristle brush
- Allow mixture to soak for up to 20 minutes
- Rinse thoroughly
- Air dry
- Repeat if necessary

MAINTENANCE
- Brush o loose dirt
- Hose down
- Prepare a cleaning mixture of water and mild, natural soap  
 (no detergents)
- Use a soft bristle brush to clean
- Allow soap to soak in
- Rinse thoroughly
- Air dry



Cushion Dark Taupe: TA Cushion Denim: DE

Cushion Papyrus: PA Cushion Granite: GR
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Warranty
The Wildspirit collection has been designed and made for lifelong use. Despite the use of natural materials and extremely 
sophisticated production techniques small irregularities may occur. They are a part of the product’s unique character. 

All the models (poufs, chairs, drums, stolls) in the Wildspirit collection are tested and approved to hold a maximum of 100 Kg 

or 220.46 pounds. 

Do not use a chair on 2 chair legs as this can cause instability of the chair and eventually crack the chair. Wildspirit can not 

be held responsible if above restrictions are not met. 

Each chair (Play, Oryx, Mosquito, MoonLounger) in the Wildspirit collection is equipped with QuickClick sliders with replaceable 

inserts: standard the chair has Teon clicks on suitable for stone ooring. Separately, you nd in the packaging a poly bag 

containing soft inserts suitable for wooden oorings and carpets. You can easily change the inserts at any time and following 

your requirements without a special tool. The sliders will allow you to slide your chair gently and quietly, while protecting 

every oor nevertheless! 

Wildspirit and its employees accept responsibility for all other human errors. Should you encounter any problems please 

contact your local Wildspirit specialist. They will assist you with any questions. It is important to keep your receipt at hand. 

For any other questions or comments please contact us via e-mail:

info@wildspirit.be

The Wildspirit team

If you wish to keep abreast of the latest developments you can subscribe to our newsletter.
www.wildspirit.be



Dog’s Palace: Dark Grey Dog’s Palace: Orange

Dog’s Palace: Pearl Grey Dog’s Palace: Tobacco
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IDENTITY
KIT

King cobra
Size 3 to 4m

Weight 6kg

Age About 20 years in nature

Geographic In forests from India through Southeast Asia

Nourishment The king cobra’s generic name, Ophiophagus means 
“snake-eater”, and its diet consists primarily of other snakes. They also 
feed on other small vertebrates, such as lizards, birds, and rodents. 

Short description The king cobra is the world’s longest venomous 
snake and is considered to be a dangerous snake and has a fearsome 
reputation in its range, although it typically avoids confrontation with 
humans if possible.

King cobra

Barn owl

Fox

King penguin

Meerkat

Mandrill

Squirrel
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Barn owl

Size 33 to 39cm

Weight 200 to 700 grams

Age 21 months in wilderness, 20 years in captivity

Geographic T. alba is found almost anywhere in the world   
  except polar and desert regions

Nourishment mice and rats, little birds and insects

Short description The Barn Owl has acute hearing, with ears placed 
asymmetrically for improved detection of sound position and distance, 
and it does not require sight to hunt. It lives in old buildings like  
churches or hollow trees. The Barn Owl is a night animal, so it hunts at 
night and sleeps during the day.

Fox 
 
Size  45 to 90cm in body length + tail 32 to 53cm

Weight  2.2 to 14kg

Age 3-10 years in wilderness

Origin  Northern Hemisphere from the Arctic Circle to 
  North Africa, Central America and Asia

Nourishment  Rodents

Short description The red fox (Vulpes vulpes) is the largest of the true 
foxes and the most abundant member of the Carnivora. Red foxes 
readily eat plant material and in some areas, fruit can amount to 100% 
of their diet in autumn.

King penguin 

Size  70 to 100cm

Weight  11 tot 16kg

Age  10 - 15 years in nature, 25 - 30 years in the zoo

Geographic  Subantarctic islands, at the northern reaches  
 of Antarctica

Nourishment Small fish, squid and rely less than most Southern 
 Ocean predators on krill and other crustaceans

Short description The King Penguin dives to depths of 100–300 meters. 
Its average swimming speed is 6.5–10 km/h. On land, the King Penguin 
alternates between walking with a wobbling gait and tobogganing,  
sliding over the ice on its belly, propelled by its feet and wing-like  
flippers. Like all penguins, it is flightless.



Meerkat

Size  25 to 35cm and an added tail length of 17 to 25cm

Weight  731 grams - male and 720 grams - female

Age  10 - 15 years

Geographic  The Kalahari Desert - Botswana, Namib Desert -  
  Namibia and southwestern Angola and in South Africa

Nourishment They are primarily insectivores, but also eat other ani-
mals (lizards, snakes, scorpions, spiders, plants, eggs, small mammals, 
millipedes, centipedes and, more rarely, small birds) and fungi.

Short description Meerkats have binocular vision, depth perception, 
and eyes on the front of their faces. At the end of each of a meerkat’s 
“fingers” is a non-retractable, strong, 2 centimetres long, curved claw 
used for digging burrows and digging for prey.

Mandrill

Size  Female - 56cm long - males - 81cm long + tail 5 to 8cm

Weight  19 - 37kg - male and 10 - 15kg female

Age  Up to 40 years

Geographic  Equatorial region of western Africa -  
  primarily rain forest

Nourishment Omnivore-seeds, nuts, fruits, leaves, lianas, bark,  
 stems, fibers, mushrooms and small animals

Short description Mandrills are one of the largest monkey species in the 
world. Mandrills seem to live in large, stable groups called “hordes”. The 
mandrill is the most colorful primate.

Squirrel

Size  18 to 24cm + tail 14 to 20cm

Weight  Ranging in size from 7 – 10cm and 10g in weight,  
 to 53–73cm and 5 to 8kg

 Age 3-7 years in wilderness, 10 years in captivity

Geographic Lives in almost every habitat from tropical rainforest  
 to semiarid desert

Nourishment They are predominantly herbivorous, subsisting on 
seeds and nuts, but many will eat insects and even small vertebrates

Short description In general, ground-dwelling species are social 
animals, often living in well-developed colonies, but the tree-dwelling 
species are more solitary.
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